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Emmaus in Europe                                                 March 2022

Dear friends,

After a month of conflict in Ukraine, and even though our thoughts remain with the Ukrainians, we are resuming our
newsletter to provide you with news about the work of the groups across Europe.

This issue focuses on the partnership between the Italian and Bosnian groups to condemn the conditions experienced
by refugees on the Balkan Route. Indeed, while we are glad that Europe has welcomed the Ukrainian refugees with
open arms, we are flagging up the fate reserved for other refugees. Will this generous welcome be a lever for
transforming European migration policy so that there is proper provision for all refugees, or, on the other hand, will it
constitute an argument for further closing our borders to the rest of the world? Over the coming weeks, each
European Emmaus group can take action in its own way to tip the scales.  

We provide an update on the situation in Ukraine and the rest of Europe in the solidarity section of this issue. We will
continue to update you regularly so that we work together to find ways of offering long-term support to the victims of
this war, and adapt to the impact of the war on the most vulnerable members of society and on our groups.

The Emmaus Europe team
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 The Balkan Route  
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 supporting the Emmaus groups 

This month we are giving the floor to Maria Luisa Testori, the leader of the Italian community Emmaus Erba,
and a CEI. She tells us about the campaign launched in Italy to support the initiatives run by Emmaus in
Bosnia along the Balkan Route.

© Emmaus Erba

Emmaus Italy has been supporting the Bosnian group Emmaus-ISF for many years. What are the origins of
this solidarity connection?

Emmaus Italy (and subsequently Emmaus France and Emmaus International) rallied round to help refugees in the
Vukovar region when the civil war broke out in the former Yugoslavia in 1992. We continued to help the refugee
families who were trying to return home after the war.  At this time, a partnership got underway with a group, an
offshoot of the Red Crescent, which joined forces with Emmaus and took the name of ISF (International Solidarity
Forum). The various initiatives undertaken stemmed from this focus on the migrant question.

We hear a lot about the migration crisis on the Balkan Route. Can you tell us what is happening at the
moment?

According to the data recently provided by Leila S from ISF, the number of migrants has dropped from 29,196 in 2019
to 15,488 in 2021. This drop in the number of people travelling through Bosnia is also caused by the reopening of the
Hungary-Romania route, as highlighted by workers on the ground. However, the situation in Bosnia is still disastrous
and concerning with an increase in family arrivals since

the Taliban took control in Afghanistan. The Lipa camp has been rebuilt following the 2020 fire, but the migrants do
not want to enter it, preferring to live in hiding in squats in the woods closest to the border. In addition to destroying
makeshift camps, lately the police have also banned the outdoor distribution of food.

Emmaus Italy has therefore launched a campaign in support, can you tell us more?

Emmaus Italy is particularly mindful of the migration crisis, as our country is significantly impacted by this
phenomenon. Our longstanding links with ISF have made us go above and beyond the initiatives that some Emmaus
groups were already running in order to foster a shared commitment by the Emmaus Movement. Along these lines,
we launched a fundraiser in 2020, which continues to this day. This campaign aims to raise awareness about the
migration crisis and provide funding for a tangible grassroots initiative. Emmaus-ISF helps thousands of refugees
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every year by providing them with meals, clothing, and the opportunity to have a wash or charge their mobile phones.
They do everything they can on a daily basis to deal with the refugees’ most urgent needs.

Read more...

 Exchange of practices 
 Shop layout: 
 how can we share Emmaus's uniqueness? 

 5 April  - 10:30-12:30 (Paris time - GMT+2) - online meeting  
Interpreting provided in French, English and Spanish
Registration by 31 March

Emmaus shops are second-hand stores, but they are also much more! How can we convey to customers and the
general public that they are in an Emmaus store? And how do Emmaus stores differ from other second-hand shops? 

Are you interested in talking about this topic?
Then don’t hesitate, you only have a few more days to sign up for this event which is open to all. These discussions
will allow us to learn from one another, from our current practices and from our doubts and questions.

For more information, please click here to see the invitation.

 Ukraine Solidarity 
 Groups' news 

We are in contact on a daily basis with the groups in the region, so that we can effectively address their rapidly-
changing needs, and coordinate European and international solidarity.

Despite the bombing getting closer to Lviv, Oselya and Nasha Khata are still hard at work helping the displaced
people. Our groups in Poland are doing amazing work receiving the lorry loads of goods sent from Western Europe
and bound for Ukraine, while being actively involved in welcoming refugees.

All the countries of Europe, and notably France, where the majority of the European groups are located, are starting
to really feel the effects of the conflict. Some Emmaus groups have been asked by local or central government to help
with receiving refugees: furnishing flats made available by the authorities, and accommodation in ad hoc shelters
created to meet the need for refugee accommodation.

Registration

https://emmaus-europe.org/language/en/the-balkan-route-supporting-the-emmaus-groups/
https://mailchi.mp/06456a5db7df/5-april-exchange-of-practices?e=a51f1bd278
https://framaforms.org/05042022-10h30-12h30-echange-de-pratiques-exchange-of-practices-intercambios-de-practicas-1646147307
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Our groups are also drawing on their specialist skills: in Georgia, the trial member Emmaus Geo is handing out
clothing and hygiene kits to over 500 Ukrainians who have fled the fighting. They are arriving by plane from Armenia,
or were on holiday when war broke out. In Croatia, CNZD, specialising in counselling child victims of human trafficking
and violence, is now supporting Ukrainian children who have arrived in Croatia and who are very affected by the war.
 

 Shipment of supplies to Ukraine 

Two lorries of emergency supplies sent by Emmaus Lublin and Emmaus Rzeszow in Poland reached our two groups
in Ukraine at the end of last week. These loads were funded by your donations and are enabling Oselya and Nasha
Khata to meet urgent needs on the ground: blankets, sleeping bags, floor mats, medicines and non-perishable food
items bought locally, etc. This means that they can continue their outreach work and distribution of emergency
supplies to the displaced people.
 

 Informing Emmaus customers and donors 

Many of you are still arranging solidarity sales, with the profits being donated to the Ukraine Fund. Last week we sent
out three posters to publicize the existence of and work done by our groups in Ukraine, Poland and Romania. They
are available if you want to raise the public’s awareness and explain how the funds are being used. The posters were
only available in French last week, but they are now also available to download in English. If you wish to translate the
posters yourself into your language, we can also send you the native InDesign files.
 
If you are looking to hold solidarity sales in the future, please contact us in advance so that we can assess the needs
together. Don’t forget that Emmaus is a big movement, and the other regions of the world still have major needs!  
 

Download the posters

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qgirg92ml6glsor/AAB-KtzGt7PfNK0HsYqyv6TDa?dl=0
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Find all Emmaus Europe’s news and communications since the start of the conflict, and the up-to-date
list of the groups’ needs by going to the members' area on our website.
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